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SECTION – A 

A. Write a composition on any one of the following: (12) 

(i) Your aim in life. 

  or 

(ii) Your visit to a historical place. 

  or 

(iii) Health is wealth. 

B. Write a letter to your friend describing him / her how 
you are spending your lockdown days.       

(10) 

C. Read the passage and answer the following questions. 

Pollution is a cause of grave concern for the whole of 
mankind. The last century has seen the rise of this rising 

as it has made an envelope to the entire nature and the 

whole world. 

Pollution is popularly categorized as air pollution, water 
pollution and noise pollution respectively. Air pollution is 

that form of pollution which refers to the contamination of 
air, irrespective of indoors or outdoors. It occurs when 

harmful gases, dust and smoke enter into the atmosphere 
and make it unhealthy for humans, animals and plants as 

the air becomes dirty. 



The effects of air pollution is very harmful. The immediate 
consequence is the reduction in oxygen content in the air, 

the release of potentially harmful gases causing asthma 
and even ling cancer. They also damage plants and crops 

yields. Global Warming and Ozone depletion are other 

results of the same. 

Similarly water pollution is the contamination of water 
bodies. Water pollution occurs when chemicals wastes and 

plastics are directly or indirectly discharged into water 
bodies without any treatment. It has harmful effects on 

aquatic life in rivers and oceans. This also adversely affects 

the soil where river water is used for irrigation. 

The third category which is noise pollution is the presence 

of excessive noise that may harm the activity or balance of 
human or animal life. The source of most outdoor noise 

worldwide is mainly machines and transportation system, 
motor vehicles, air crafts and trains. Noise pollution can 

cause loss, sleep disturbances and other harmful effects. 

It is essential to control all the three forms of pollution. To 
control air pollution, environmentalists regulations for 

vehicles and industries. Also extending and protecting the 
green cover around us is one of the measures to fight air 

pollution as trees take carbon dioxide and release oxygen 
into the air. The government has also taken steps to stop 

noise from industries through licensing ets and by stopping 

honking, late night loud music etc. 

Answer the following: 

(i) What is Air Pollution? How does it occur?   (1+2=3) 

(ii) Mention any four effects of Noise Pollution.   (2) 



(iii) What is the main reason for the occurrence of Water 

Pollution? (1) 

(iv) How can we control different types of pollution in our 

environment?  

            (2) 

(v) Write the meanings of the following:    (1+1=2) 

a. Contamination  b. reduction 

 

SECTION – B 

D. Change the underlined nouns into their plural form in 

the following sentences.Make other changes where 

necessary. (5X1=5) 

(i) A mother-in- law should love her daughter- in- law. 

(ii) His reply to my question was correct. 

(iii) Even this leaf will fall off in autumn. 

E. Change the underlined nouns into their singular form in 
the following sentences. Make other changes where 

necessary. (5X1=5) 

(i) Mothers love their children. 

(ii) The doctors asked the patients to lie down. 

(iii) Flies can spread diseases. 

F. Change the gender of the underlined words in the 

following sentences. Make other changes where necessary.

 (10X1=10) 

(i) The milkman had only one cow left. 



(ii) The shepherd played the role of a hero. 

(iii) Mr. Khanna took his bride to Italy for a vacation. 

(iv) The hunter rode on a white horse. 

(v) The boy saw a lion and a tiger at the zoo. 

G. Write the synonym of the following words: (4X1=4) 

(i) Adorn (ii) Afraid  (iii) Begin  (iv) Adequate. 

H. Write the Antonyms of the following words:  (4X1=4) 

(i) Danger  (ii) Arrive  (iii) Bravery (iv) Appoint. 
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Question 1 

Write first eight lines of the poem “The Kitten at Play”. 8 

Question 2 

Write the meaning of the following words.  (1x8=8) 

1. frosty 
2. prey 
3. hyperactive 
4. debut 
5. conferred 
6. legend 
7. tremendous 
8. bellow 

Question 3 

Answer the following questions. (3x8=24) 

1. In the poem “The Kitten at Play”, what feats does the kitten 
perform to meet her coming prey? 

2. In the poem “The Kitten at Play”,from where were the leaves 
falling and in what manner? 

3. i) Name the person who was the coach and mentor of Sachin 
Tendulkar. 
ii) Who suggested that SachinTendulkarshould ratherfocus on 
his batting? 
iii) How many coins, which Sachin Tendulkar won,is now 
consider by himas some of his most prized possessions? 

4. Which traits and feelings for the game kept Sachin achieving 
gloryfor his country? 



5. Which qualities make Sachin a legend? 
6. When could Theseus come to Athens from Troezen to take his 

place at the court of Athens? 
7. Who was Ariadne? How did she help Theseus? 
8. State any three good qualities of Theseus. 

Question 4 

Answer these questions with reference to the context. 

1. See the kitten, how she starts, 
Crouches, stretches, paws, and darts! 
 

i) What is the kitten playing with?  1 
ii) Describe the morning when the kitten is playing.  2 
iii) Which time of the year is described in the poem?  2 

 
2. As a young boy, Tendulkar would practise for hours at the 

nets. 
 

i) Who is the cricket hero of Sachin Tendulkar?  1 
ii) What did Sachin's cricket hero give Sachin?  1 
iii) How would Sachin reach the field for the practice?  1 
iv) What kind of a boy was Sachin during his childhood?  

2 
v) Name the highest civilian award SachinTendulkar has 

been conferred with and in which year.  2 

 

3. Theseus boldly replied, “ The gods are on my side. They will 
help me to kill the Minotaur.” 
 

i) Describe the Minotaur.  2 
ii) Describe the Labyrinth.  2 
iii) What did King Minos tell Theseus just before the above 

extract?  2 
iv) How did the Minotaur die?  2 
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১) কমবেশি ১৮০ টি িবের মবযে রচনাটি লেব া।১৫ 

           ক) ের্ষাকাে  ) ফুটেে 

২) পদ পশরের্ষ ন কবরা।   ৫×১=৫ 

জে, কথা, অংি,  গাছ, রং 
৩) শেঙ্গ পশরের্ষ ন কবরা। ৫×১=৫ 

লযাপা,গায়ক,োঘ,নাগ,লে ক 

৪) কশের নামসহ ' লদের্ার ঠাাঁই  ' কশের্ার প্রথম আট োইন মু স্থ লেব া।     ১০ 

৫) “বসইসে েকৃ্তর্ার সারাংি শেব  শনবর্ন।” 

ক) আবোচেঅংিটি লকান্ গবের অংি ?  

 ) লে ক লক ?  

গ) লক, কী শেব  রা বর্ন?  

ঘ) শর্শন লকাথায়, কী কাজ করবর্ন ? ১+১+২+২==৬ 

৬)" এ মানুবর্র কী কাবজ োগবে? " 

ক)বক, কার উবেবিে এই কথাগুশে েবেবছন?  

 ) কী কাবজ োগার কথা েো হবয়বছ?  

গ) সশর্েই কী লসটি কাবজ লেবগশছে?  

ঘ) োগবে লসটি কী কী কাবজ লেবগবছ? ২+২+১+২=৭ 

৭) " শ্রান্ত েব া র্াই লহথা শুবয়শছনু  াশে" 
ক) লকান্ কশের্ার অংি?   

 ) কশে লক?  

গ) আবোচে অংিটি লক,কাবক েবেবছ?  

ঘ) লস শ্রান্ত হবয় লকাথায় শুবয়শছে?  

ঙ) যার উবেবিে এই কথাগুশে েো হবয়শছে র্ার প্রশর্শিয়া কী শছে? ১+১+২+২+২=৮ 

৮) " এজগবর্ সকশে লয লদের্ার ঠাাঁই " 

লদের্ার ঠাাঁই সম্পবকষ  আবোচে উশক্তর েক্তার মবনাভাে কশের্া অনুসাবর লেব া। ৪ 
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प्रश्न-1 "फूल और काांटे" कविता की पहली की (12) लाइनें ललखिए। (12) 

प्रश्न-2 ककसी भी एक विषय पर (12) लाइनों में ननबांध ललखिए। (12) 

(क ) मदर टेरेसा (ि ) पालतू पश ु

प्रश्न-3 प्रश्नों के उत्तर ललिो। (5×2)10 

(क ) ककनके स्िभाि एक जैसे नही  होते है? 

(ि ) बच्चे बार-बार अपनी -अपनी जेबों से क्या ननकालते थे? 

(ग ) फूलों के स्िभाि के बारे में कवि ने क्या बताया है? 

(घ ) बच्चों ने मेलें में क्या-क्या िरीदे ? 

(ड.) अमीना अपनी कोठरी में बैठी क्यों रो रही थी? 

प्रश्न-4(A) ननम्नललखित िाक्यों में उचचत कारक के परसगग भररए।(5) 

(क ) माां ने केले ______निलके फें क ददए। 
(ि ) तैराक ने नदी_____ िलाांग लगा दी। 
(ग ) आग _____ चचांगारी ननकली। 
(घ ) पुललस ने अपराधी_____ पीटा। 
(ड ) आसमान ____ ओले बरसने लगे। 
(B) उचचत विराम चचह्न लगाइए।(5) 

(क ) ओह मैं कफर बटुआ लाना भूल गया 
 (ि ) नेहा शबाना और दीपू जाने िाले हैं 
  (ग ) रात ददन मेहनत करने पर भी उसे कुि नहीां लमलना 
  (घ ) उसने पूिा क्या कल पीटर आया था 
  (ड.) क्या आप मुझे दस रूपये देगें 
प्रश्न-5 (A)विलोम शब्द का मेल कीजजए।(5) 

1) ननराशा        (क ) शहर 

2) पुराना          (ि ) प्रकाश 

3) अांधकार         (ग )उदास 

4) प्रसन्न              (घ ) नया 
5) गाांि                  (ड.) आशा 
(B) ककसने -ककससे कहा।(2×2)4 

1) "तुम डरना नहीां अम्मा"।मैं सबसे पहले आऊां गा। 
2) "यह चचमटा क्यों लाया बुद्धू "? इसका क्या-करेगा। 
(C) िाक्य बनाइए। (7) 

1) चाांदनी  2) समय  3) गरीब 4) इमारत 5) सुगांध 6) शीतल 7) सदा  
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1) ফাাঁকা ঘর পূরণ কর:          4 

   

     "নানা _______ নানা মত  

        নানা _________ 

      ________মাঝে দেখ 

      মমলন __________ ।" 

 

 

 2) বাকয গঠন কর:              2 

     

     i) ধূপ - 

    ii) নৃপমত - 

 

 3) এখাঝন কতগুঝলা শব্দ আঝে ,এগুঝলা দেঝক উচচারঝণর মমল দেঝখ শব্দ খ াঁঝে বার কঝর নীঝচর শঝব্দর পাঝশ 
দলখ:                 2 

  (ফ ল/ চ ল /কমব/ রমব/ দকশ/ দবশ) 

  i) েমব-- 

  ii)দেশ --- 

 

 4) নীঝচর প্রশ্ন গুমলর উত্তর োও:  3×4=12 

 

   ক) খ কুর তার প ত লঝক মক মক খাওয়াল ? খ কুর প ত ঝলর নাম মক ?2+1=3 

   খ) মরুভূমমর মেন ও রাত দকমন ? মরুভূমমর োহাে কাঝক বঝল ?  2+1=3 

   গ) দক দক তৃণ খায় ? দক বড় কৃপণ ?                     2+1=3 

 

   ঘ) আমাঝের োতীয় পতাকায় কয়টি রঙ আঝে  ?                3 

 

      

                  ________ 
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 (Qn.1) रिक्त स्थान भरिए।                (4) 

 (i) ख____ि गो____ 

 (ii) ड म_____ 

 (iii) त ब_____ 

 (iv) ग म______ 

(Qn.2) 'प' से शब्द लिखखए ।            (1) 

(Qn.3) 'म' से शब्द बनाइए ।            (1) 

(Qn.4) रिक्त स्थान भरिए ।              (4) 

 (i) ज- से जग में__________ 

(ii) घ- से घि है________________ 

(iii) क-से______________ चिाएँगे, 
       हम____________बन जाएँगे। 
(iv) ठ-से ठठेिा___________। 
(Qn.5) 'स' से तीन अक्षि वािे शब्द  

            बनाइए।                             (2) 

(Qn.6) 'च' से चाि अक्षि वािे शब्द  

             बनाइए।                            (2) 

(Qn.7) 'ड'- से__________            (2) 

(Qn.8) 'त'- से___________             (2) 

(Qn.9) 'ह' से चाि अक्षि वािे शब्द  

             बनाइए।                             (2) 

 
 



                 KRISHNAGAR  ACADEMY 
                                                SUBJECT : MATHEMATICS 
                                                            CLASS : V 
                                                       FULL MARKS : 60 

Answer all the questions from section A and any  four questions 

from section B. 

                           Section – A   (20 Marks)  

1. a) A cinema hall has 450 seats. 
𝟒

𝟓
 seats were occupied in a show 

. How many people watched movie? How many seats were 

vacant ?                                                                                   (3) 

 

b) Find 
𝟕

𝟐𝟎
 of 6 litre .                                                                        (2) 

 

c) Evaluate : 𝟏
𝟓

𝟔
× 𝟐

𝟑

𝟒
+ 𝟏

𝟓

𝟔
× 𝟏

𝟑

𝟒
   .                                            (3) 

 

d) Find H.C.F of 2684 and 1098 .                                                  (2) 

 

2. a) What percent is 3L 200ml of 12L 800ml ?                             (2) 

 

b) Find the value of 𝟏𝟐
𝟏

𝟐
 % of ₹864.80 .                                    (2) 

 

c) Convert 0.0238 to equivalent percent .                                (2) 

 

d) A car travels 561.6km in 9 hours . How many kilometers does 

it travel in an hour ?                                                            (2) 

 

e) Divide : 13.0563 by 0.0009 .                                                   (2) 



                       Section – B   (40 Marks)  

3. a)A bottle when filled to 0.75 of its capacity contains 234g of 

fruit jam.How much jam will it contain if completely filled? (3) 

 

b) Anisha bought a pen for ₹180.90 , a book for ₹239.80 and 

spent ₹152.78 on lunch . What did she spend in all ?              (2) 

 

c) Nayan purchased a dress which was on sale at 20% off the 

original price . The original price of the dress was ₹780 .      

     i) How much money did she save with this discount ?  

     ii) How much money did she pay for the dress ?                 (4) 

 

d) Fill in the box : 5.01 ÷ 0.1 =                                                      (1) 

 

4. a) At a charity show in a school each student buys a ticket 

costing ₹ 𝟕
𝟏

𝟐
 . If the amount collected is ₹4500 , find the number 

of tickets sold .                                                                  (3) 

 

b) A bag hold 𝟑𝟖
𝟑

𝟒
  kg rice . If 𝟏𝟗𝟑𝟕

𝟏

𝟐
 kg rice is to be put in bags 

,  find the number of bags needed .                                    (3) 

 

c) Arrange the following decimals in descending and ascending 

order : 0.21 , 0.673 , 0.8716, 1.234, 13.04, 6.315.  (4) 

 

5. a) Find the H.C.F of the following numbers :                              (6) 

   i)1428 , 1904, 3213 . 

   ii)1164 , 1746 ,2910 . 

 

 



b) Find the L.C.M of the following numbers :                             (4) 

i)175 , 168 and 350 . 

ii)96 , 108 and 180 . 

 

6. a) What is the smallest number of 5 digits which is exactly 

divisible by 12 , 24 , 48 , 60 , 96 ?                                                 (4) 

 

b) Add the following:                                                                      (4)  

i)𝟑
𝟏

𝟗
+ 𝟒

𝟓

𝟏𝟐
+

𝟏𝟕

𝟐𝟒
  .  

ii) 𝟓
𝟐

𝟗
+ 𝟑

𝟏

𝟏𝟖
+ 𝟏

𝟏

𝟏𝟐
  .  

 

c)Subtract : 𝟏𝟓 − 𝟑
𝟕

𝟏𝟖
 .                                                                  (2) 

 

7. a) Priyanka bought some tomatoes. She used 𝟏
𝟏

𝟖
 kg of these 

tomatoes for making soup and used 𝟐
𝟓

𝟔
 kg for making 

vegetables for the family in a week. Find the total weight of 

tomatoes she bought .                                                                  (3) 

 

b) Multiply : i) 𝟕
𝟏

𝟐𝟎
× 𝟏𝟔 .                                                             (2) 

                        ii) 𝟏𝟒
𝟐

𝟕
× 𝟏𝟐 . 

 

c) Pravash house is 
𝟓

𝟔
 km away from school and Shami’s house 

is 
𝟑

𝟒
 km away from school .Who lives farther from school and 

how much ?                                                                                    (3) 

 

d) Simplify : (𝟐
𝟐

𝟓
− 𝟏

𝟏

𝟐
) ×  

𝟐

𝟑
   .                                                   (2) 
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A) On an outline map of India identify the following states and shade them:(10×1=10)
1. Uttar Pradesh
2. Telengana
3. Punjab
4. Assam
5. Tripura
6. Gujarat
7. Kerala 
8. Sikkim
9. Maharashtra 
10. Chattisgarh

B) Fill in the blanks: (5×1=5)
1. The atmosphere acts as a shield against falling ________.
2. North America is separated from Asia by ______.
3. Animals that live on tree are called _______.
4. The natural environment of a living being is ______.
5. The ocean beds are a part of _______.

C) Name the following: (5×1=5)
1. Highest peak of the world.
2. Deepest trench of the world. 
3. Largest breeding ground for hump-backed whale.
4. This bird migrate to India during winter. 
5. Largest tree in the world.

D) Answer the following questions: (5×2=10)
1. How are oceans important? 
2. What is a rock?
3. Why Antarctica is called 'White Continent'?
4. What is afforestation? 
5. Name two common trees grown in tropical deciduous forests. 

E) Answer the following questions: (10×3=30)
1 a. Why is our Earth a unique planet? 
 b. What do you understand by natural balance?
c. What is an ecosystem? 
d. Why the crust is important? 



 e. Why nickel and iron melt in the outer core?
 f. What is a food chain? (2+2+2+1+1+2)

2 a. Name the smallest continent of the world.  Why is it special? 
 b. Give two differences between Europe and South America. 
c. Name two places to visit in Europe. 
d. What is Pacific Ring of Fire? 
e. Write two features of Arctic Ocean. (2+2+2+2+2)

3 a. Discuss the features of Equatorial Rainforests. 
 b. What are the methods by which forests can be preserved? 
 c. Where does temperate forests located?
 d. What are the main occupations of people living in the Amazon Basin? 
 e. Describe the climate of taiga forests. (3+2+2+1+2)

--------×-------

Last modified:  17:52
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A) Fill in the blanks: (10×1=10)
1. Lenin was born in a town called _____ on river Volga.
2. The Bolsheviks daily newspaper was the ______.
3. The journal written by Lenin was _____.
4. In 1896, Gandhi was assaulted at _____.
5. While in London, Gandhi came in contact 
with great authors like _______.
6. Gandhi organised a mass _______ in 1919.
7. Mandela founded the Law Firm ______.
8. Mandela ran away and settled in ______ when he found that his marriage was being arranged. 
9. Mandela attended ________ School and excelled in boxing.
10. In 1889, Lenin declared himself ______.

B) Match the following: (10×1=10)
1. Duma.                   a. Lenin exiled
2. Siberia.                 b. Tsar
3. Nicholas II.          c. Russian Parliament 
4. 1982.                    d. Mandela President of ANC
5. Robben Island.    e. Formed 'The Elders' society 
6. 1991.                   f. Pollsmoor prison
7. 2007.                  g. Mandela was exiled
8. 1931.                  h. Quit India Movements 
9. 1899.                  i. Gandhi-Irwin Pact
10. 1942.                j. Boer war

C) Write down what happened in the following year/date: (10×1=10)
1. May 1894
2. September 1888
3. April 1919
4. 12 March 1930
5. 1904
6. 1914
7. 21 January 1924
8. 10 May 1994
9. June 2004
10. 11 February 1990

D) Answer the following questions: (10×3=30)



1 a. Why did Gandhi go to South Africa? 
b. What were Gandhi's main experiences in South Africa? 
c. Why did Gandhi launch the Rowlatt Satyagraha? 
d. How was Gandhi assassinated? (2+3+2+3)

2 a. Whose writings and ideas influenced Lenin? Which book?
b. Name the two parties during the Revolution. 
c. What was the most significant event of 1905?
d. Name the philosophy that Lenin began.
e. What were the reforms introduced by Lenin known as?
f. What happened on Bloody Sunday? (2+2+1+1+1+3)

3 a. What is Apartheid? 
b. What was the MK?
c. Mention two policies and two goals of the Youth League. 
d. What are the steps taken by Nelson Mandela as a President for the people's benefit? (Any
three)
e. Name Nelson Mandela's autobiography. (2+2+2+3+1)

------×------
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1. Answer the following in short : ( 2×10)=20 

a. Define fertilization in case of plants. 
b. What is seed coat ?What is the role of the tiny hole that is present in the seed coat ?? 

c. Why do all seeds not grow into new plants ? 
d. What do you understand by germination of seed ? 
e. When a seed has two cotyledons ,why they are thick and fleshy ?? 

f. What is the importance of corolla present in flower ? 
g. What are the two reproductive parts of flower ? 
h. What are the conditions for germination of seeds ? 

i . Define dispersal of seeds. Mention different ways in which seed dispersal takes place. 
j. Mention the various parts of androecium. 

 
2. Differentiate between the following : (2×6)=12 
a. Bisexual and monosexual flower 

b. Self and cross pollination 
c. Calyx and corolla 

d. Androecium and gynoecium 
e. Dispersal by wind and dispersal by water 
f. Pollination and fertilization 

 
3. Answer the following in detail : 
a. Describe the structure of a bean seed.(4) 

b. What is the need for seed dispersal ?(3) 
c. Explain with examples ,how does dispersal of seeds by wind takes place ?(3) 

d. How does formation of fruits and seeds take place after fertilization ? (3) 
e. Mention other ways of reproduction in plants apart from seeds .( 4) 
f. Write a paragraph on parts of flower .(3) 

 
4. Draw a diagram of different parts of flower : (8) 
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A) Answer the following questions       3x10=30 

1. What is India’s contribution to numbers? 

2. Write a short note on Braille System. 

3. How is literacy related to the progress of a nation? 

4. Why was the Second World War more destructive than the First World War? 

 5. What are the objectives of UN? 

6. State any five human rights given in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. 

7. What is the symbol of the UN? When was it adopted? 

8. What are the after-effects of a drought? 

9. What is the role of the community during a disaster? 

10. What is the role of the media during a disaster? 

 

B)Fill in the blanks        5x2=10 

1.Earthquake occurs when there is a sudden _______________ in the earth’s _________ 

2.When a large amount of water _________ on dry land it is called a _________ 

3.The UN Headquarters complex is in __________.At present there are ________ 

members of the UN. 

4.The characters were usually _____ shaped and the script was known as the 

___________ script. 

5.The word paper comes from ________ a plant whose stem was used for making paper  

by the ancient________. 

 

C)Give one word for the following :      1x6=6 

1.A system of writing- 

2.Unable to read or write- 

3.A formal statement or announcement- 

4.Concerned with human welfare- 

5.Crushing to  a pulp or paste- 

6.To keep informed about the latest situation- 

  

D)Write True or False       1x5=5 

1.Louis Braille was a blind Frenchman. 

2.Hindi is in the Devanagri script 

3.The UN came into being at San Francisco in the USA 

4.The League of Nations was successful in prevention of  World Wars 

5.Cyclone is a man made disaster 



 E)Choose the correct answer      1x4=4 

1.The first book to be printed was the 

a)Bible  b)Iliad  c)Mahabharata 

2.Who invented printing press? 

a)Galileo  b)J.Gutenberg  c) W.Heisenberg 

3.Which of these is a natural disaster? 

a) earthquake  b)war   c) famine 

4.NGO stands for 

a)Non Governmental Order 

b) Non Governmental Organisation  

c) Non Governmental Offer 

  

F) Match the following       1x5=5 

1.Hieroglyphics   a) India 

2.Brahmi Script   b) Germany 

3.Paper    c) Mesopotamia  

4.Cuneiform Script                         d) Egypt 

5.First Printing Press                      e)China 
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1. What  is stylus?      3 

2. Describe  Minicomputers.    5 
3. Describe  system software.  5 

4. What is  Liveware?     2 
5. What do you know about  Vinod Khosla?      5 
6. What do you  know  about hard disk? 5 

7. What is pen drive? 5 
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